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Fern Dworkin Edward Glanz
Lead Government Student Program
Governor's Speech
Week's Activities
Students will have a chance to vote on the possible night in the dormitory co-ed discussion groups organized as part of Political Emphasis week. An open meeting of the Bates Student Senate will be held in the Theatre on Thursday afternoon. Friday's debate council talk by Dr. Painter, and a poll of student opinion to be conducted in the dormitory Friday night. Students will have the opportunity to vote on the possible Student Senate will meet in the library for the remainder of the week.

Six Important Issues Discussed
Major topics will be discussed on world affairs, national defense, the future of the United States, and the American role in world government. Reading material on these topics will be placed in the library for the remainder of the week. Students are open to all students and student's wives.

Students Divided Into 8 Groups
An open meeting of the Student Senate will be held at 8:30 this evening. The Student Senate will be divided into 8 groups at different hours and in different dormitories and houses.

Student discussion leaders are: Bob Richmond, chairman, Wills Brodie, chairman of the Student Senate.

Good leadership is all important. Those in charge of the aggressive leaders and the future of those of the American and the Christian movement, Mitchell house; Mr. Nelson, chairman of the Student Senate.

Following the talk, an informal discussion was held, during which the students were able to meet and talk with Gov. Hildreth.

Bates-On-The-Air
Tuesday's radio show was a repeat of last Wednesday's performance from the WCOU, with the same cast. The program was broadcast from 7:30 to 8:30, the usual hour for the program. Every year it is the custom to choose a girl who most represents the typical college girl at Bates. The only requirement for entering Bates Bites is a year of residence in the college.

In collaboration with this contest, the freshmen put on a style show at intermission. This year Marjorie Dewey is in charge of the contest. The show will be a pageant (Continued on page five)

Another chapter is about to be added to the Bates Debates. Next Tuesday night when a Bates women's team challenges a Cambridge University men's team in the Bates Chapel at eight o'clock. The debate council has been discussing the possibility of an English debate host. In or- ful hospitality and friendliness of be met by a committee of three, with the help of the freshman squad day evening in Chapel. Bob Alward Don Richter, Ed Glanz, and Norm of Nancy Clough.
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Everyone agrees that it was a smart move. What reason do you have for thinking that? —The Bates Student, March 19, 1947

News From Sampsonville
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Pond Will Feature Hitting; Sluggers Will Get Positions

The Bobcat baseball team has been working out in the cage all last Wednesday with about thirty hopeful candidates participating. Practice sessions have been devoted to general limbering up, plus batting and infield practice. A practice game was held Saturday afternoon with the main emphasis on hitting.

The first game is a scheduled exhibition with Bowdoin on April 15th. Due to the fact that the Polar Bears' season ends on May 15th, the schedule will be lengthened at this time with an added burden on the Bobcat pitching staff.

The hurlers are coming along slowly, not having tried to throw anything hard or tricky. In Art Blanchard and Don Sutherland, Bates has the combination which won a state championship last spring. Frank Maillett is the third returning veteran from last season's staff. Newcomers with known potential are Brooks, Peterson, and Lord.

Coach Pond will probably shift men around in an effort to place the best nine hitters on the field at the same time. A rough survey of the various positions includes the most likely prospects with previous proven ability.

The catching department finds four able candidates in the persons of Bill Caanan, Red Porter, A. C. Stone, and Red Barry. All are experienced backstops. Caanan also helped fill the outfield last spring and has the league's all hitters on the club.

Wally Leary, Mni Guzda, and Harry Godema are the candidates for the catcher's spot. The latter pair owe service last season. Babe Kellar appears to have the now at second. Joe Larchette and Jack Joyce are low senior veterans at second base. Nick Valores and Bill Simpson as the two most likely prospects.

Big Ayad is the only remaining member of the season's outfield and appears to have his position anchored. Hodge Record, with three likely candidates for the third base position.

Bill Honnesseny, and Al Hewlet which order.

BIG BILL CUNNANCE
One of Pond's Able Backstops in the 1941 Season

BABE KELLAR
Who Will Hold Down Second Base
for the State Championship Bobcats

Chase Tournaments
Start Final Stages

The college tournaments continued this week at Chase Hall. All matches, except the finals, will be played by Saturday, March 22. Next week three will be Sports Nite events during which the intramural hand will take play off and the finals in billiards, pool, ping pong, and bowling will be played, in billiards, McHenry and Mirth have reached the second round (Continued on page four)

Bobcats Down Faculty Quintet With Gloves

By Richard Johnson

This week's match was shot down Saturday night, of the defeat of a first-year and highly synchronized faculty basketball machine, a machine which has been unbeaten, untied, and unscathed all season. The Bobcats brought in a record unquelled in the American game of basketball. The great faculty quintet will long be remembered, however. Names such as Mansfield, Bouchmann, Thomas, Ingles, Petro, Smith, and Blanchard, will keep alive the great Bates spirit.

The winning Bobcats, Maine State basketball champs, also had an impressive line-up. Such stars as Simons, Joyce, Burns, Scott, Barry, Larchette, Angelosante, and Window, were important reasons for the upset.

The nerve-racking tension the Bobcats evidenced during the big game resulted in bad cases of fingernail biting. Coach John Dyer, with superhuman judgment, solved the problem with boxing gloves. Your reporter, delving into the archives to find other instances of this strategy, could find none. John Lincoln Dyer had been the first to introduce the theory to the sport to introduce this novel idea. This was a surprise move which brought victory instead of defeat.

At the time of this writing, John Dyer has been flushed with coaching offers from schools all over the country. But he tells your reporter that his heart is still with Bates.

The faculty got under way so fast they scored ten points before Referee Fortune could put his whistle to his month. When he finally did, Burns scored the first basket on a foul by Blanchard. Their unscorched record had fallen. Seconds later, Simpson, Barry, and Ingles added points on fouls by Blanchard. The accurate foul shooting of the Bobcats threatened the Flying Faculty quintet, but never caught them.

(Continued on page four)

Where You Get the HOT PASTRAMI SANDWICHES
Gordon's Delicatessen
167 MAIN ST. LEWISTON

FOUNTAIN SPECIALS
In Cool Air Conditioned
Pleasant Surroundings
Nicholls Restaurant
162 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.
Tel. 474-W

Compliments of
NOLIN'S STUDIO
Lisbon St. Lewiston

DAVE'S VARIETY STORE
418 Main Street
Fried Clams — Sandwiches
"Everything You Want"

How to rate a double date

1. Your heart bounces when you meet Pat. But your chances look slim. She gets around more than any gal you ever saw. You were smart to wear the perfect shoes for her handsomeness: Handsome Arrow Shirt, Ties, and Hankerchief.

2. Things are looking up! Pat promises a dance. Your twin Arrow Shirt was quick to slick! That's why 75% of college men prefer Arrow Shirts. They go for the perfect shape for your handsome figure. Handsome Arrow Shirt holds its knot perfectly.

3. What's this? When you claim your date, she acts like she doesn't know you. This gal's bating ways put you in a daze? Something's rising under her tie needs straightening. Can't be! Your best Arrow Tie holds its knot perfectly.

4. Zowie! You think you're seeing double! Then Pat introduces her twin sister. This'll be twice as much fun! Moral: When you land two fish on your hook, prove that Arrow's the best bait in the book. Come see for yourselves.

BENOIT'S
Cor. Lisbon and Ash Sts.
Lewiston, Maine

South Wins 2nd Round Title; Play North For Crown Next Week

Big Ed Petro and Dick Manusfield led the scoring in the first half. Petro was sinking them with his eyes closed. Coach John Dyer substituted wildly in order to stop the free-scoring faculty. Referee John Fortunato, who has hard trouble with his eyes, saw so many orange jerseys that he knew Coach Dyer was substituting a little too freely. The faculty was given a technical as the horn sounded for the half. The score: Bates faculty, 24, Bobcats, 21.

Second Half
The second half saw a more settled and determined Bobcat aggregation. For a short period, they found the range, and forged into the lead. The faculty seemed to be confused at this point, and went in three cheer leaders. But as it turned out, it only confused the Bobcats. They never had played against "women" before and the shock was too much. The "girls", Bailey, Jenkins, and Stewart, recaptured the lead for the faculty, and back into the free came the administration big guns. Fortunato, who is a member of the local referee's union, had to go out at eight o'clock, and Joe Larchette took over the whistle. Fortunato came into the line-up for the faculty. He appeared to know all the tricks, but Joe, the referee, was one to them all.

With Bobcats trailing, 44 to 45, with 30 seconds to play, the game became the wildest combination (Continued on page four)

Bobcats Throt Down Faculty

3. What's this? When you claim your date, she acts like she doesn't know you. This gal's bating ways put you in a daze? Something's rising under her tie needs straightening. Can't be! Your best Arrow Tie holds its knot perfectly.

South became second round champions this week as they defeated their nearest rival, Roger Hill, 57-49, Thursday night and South Middle, 59-50, Saturday night. Sometimes next week South will take on Roger's Vacquies, first round winner, to determine the intramural champion. On the basis of second round play, it looks like South's first breaking face will take the crown. No definite plans have yet been set for the game as an attempt will be made to correlate the game with the finals of the pool, billiard, bowling, and ping-pong tournaments now being held in Chase Hall to make a gallant sports night.

Monday night South squeaked out a 58-50 victory over a surprisingly powerful Middle quintet. Middle's unpredictable squad turned out mass to try and upset South's victory hopes and they almost did it. South led the whole game, and South Middle narrowed their lead to two points, 49-47, with three minutes to go. Just when a basket was needed, South's center couldn't find the hoop and South pulled the game out of the fire.

Saturday with 20 and Chalians with 14 led the South boys in scoring. John Bertram with 13 led the Middle scorers. However, it was the excellent shooting of the Bobcats that kept Middle in the game. Middle's fast breaking five will take the title. Castanias, Chalmers, and Angoves are the two most likely prospects, Middle's two most likely prospects.

In the preliminary game Roger Hill outlasted John Bertram, 44-39, in a game played by three foul calling. Hansen's 12 and Vail's 10 led the winners while Bradbury's 12 featured for John Bertram.

Thursday night South defeated Roger Hill 37-46 to show definitely that they deserved the second-round title. Castanias, Chalmers, and (Continued on page six)
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© 1947 The Bates Student.
Professor Sees Stimulation Of Interest In Politics Necessary

By Mr. R. E. Covel

America emerged from the Spanish-American War as a world power. Pursued by a series of serious disturbances, it was the shock of many, America was faced with the supreme task of transforming itself into a great power. The political and economic leaders, the banking and industrial barons; the group of provincial medecrites and the majestic insight of the great leaders of the world presented America with the choice of liberty and peace as a degenerate rope which was deliberately trained and led by an influential calf and led by an influential leader. Roosevelt clearly demonstrated that the responsibilities of world leadership were being fulfilled by the wise guidance of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the American people were better prepared to take their place as equals among the nations of the world.

The war was won. The responsibilities of world leadership were being assumed by the American people. There were those who thought it altogether fitting and proper to proclaim that the voice of America had been heard and that the serious responsibility of world leadership had been and that the serious responsibility of world leadership was being fulfilled by the wise guidance of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the American people were better prepared to take their place as equals among the nations of the world.

The confused foreign policy that was being pursued by the American people was being transformed into a policy of world leadership. The war was won.

The Mexico center is now in its third year and its activities are showing an increase in the number of students from Mexico and other countries, integrated with field trips. The group of students attending the Mexico center are from Mexico, the United States, and other countries.

The conference brought forth plans for the exchange among the various American colleges of campus speakers, faculty members, and students. It was the first of its kind, the Honorable L. Tate, and Mr. Frank Lucas, Dr. and Mrs. Edward E. Lucas, Dr. and Mrs. University of Houston, have invited the organizers of the Student Federalists, the Student Christian movement, the American Friends Service committee, and the democratic way, that is the best way.
Stringfellow Looks To Oslo

"I Never Expected It, Says He"

One of the most surprised and pleased fellows on campus these days is Bill Stringfellow. Last week Bill received a letter from the National Council of the Episcopal Church telling him that he was one of five delegates chosen to represent the Episcopal Church as a World Council in Oslo, Norway. "I never expected that. I applied last year that I would be pleased fellows on campus these men who are interested in journalism and approximately ten men and ten women have enrolled from Bates. Only 150 people can attend. Additional education will be given and when the course is passed the matter will be referred to the Red Cross as water safety instructors. For the course is collected a joint of senior's water certificate or an excellent competitive swimming record. There will be classes where 22 of the 12 which have been held on Tuesday and Thrones. By April 8 the approximate 25 will be held on from national headquarters will give writing of a permanent to use the swimmers. Mrs. Kimball will be assisted by several student instructors.

The preliminaries for the annual Oratorical Contest, open to all college students, will be held on Wed. Apr. 4, 4:15 p.m. in the Little Theatre.

First Event of Its Kind A Regional Recognition

By Robert Foster

"We'd like people to know that Political Emphasis week is some- thing that can be counted upon. Many chairman of the political organizations and the Greek fraternity are involved in this week. This is the first Political Emphasis week that we've had here and it looks like we're making history for the National Intercollegiate Baptist Association." And so the publicity has gone out, but there's been a lot of support from several national organizations for full reports on the experiment at Bates. The full reports will be assigned a copy of material for these reports Stringfellow has arranged for a full student opinion to be taken in the dorms (Continued on page six).

"It will be interesting to see whether or not the students really get interested and support the movement as for the National Intercollegiate Baptist Association says Stringfellow.

What Do They Think?

Students who received the survey form committee has written to say what Bates students think of inter- collegiate Baptist work. Two other organizations, the Student Christian Movement and the Student Council in New England, want to know what the students think of intercollegiate Baptist work. The Public Affairs committee reports that they are interested in Student Federals, others colleges, and congressmen. Mrs. Tooker of the college news bureau has arranged to cooperate in getting pictures of the students. The report goes to the national magazine, Intercol.

The Political Emphasis committee has apprehend a report to be kept as an exhibit for the annual spring meeting. The poll is important," says Stringfellow. "We want to know about these things in a political four.

An Idea from Chicago

The gern of the idea for Political Emphasis week had come from the University of Chicago with Dr. Painter. For four years previous to the war he had a "Week of Religious Emphasis" at the University of Chicago. Conference on Religion and the So- ciety was organized. "It was an effort to encourage students to think about religion and politics. The question was: Where could we put the aspirations of students to work?"
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Monmouth Citizens Choose Manager To Replace Old System

(Continued from page five) Professor Blore found it difficult to eat his sandwich and discuss "all that delicacy" at the same time. They were willing to pass on to the Town Manager, when times and hours were appropriate, to take up the long list of articles on the agenda. The major portion of the afternoon was spent on the question concerning the School, at the request of the School Committee, the committee of the town, and the school committee on the School. The School Committee recommended that the funds be used for the School; the Town Committee recommended the School Committee, and the School Committee recommended the School. The School Committee recommended that the funds be used for the School; the Town Committee recommended the School Committee, and the School Committee recommended the School. The School Committee recommended that the funds be used for the School; the Town Committee recommended the School Committee, and the School Committee recommended the School.

Letter To The Editor

In addition to the monetary donation given to the Red Cross Benevolent Tourney by the Hole Barns, there were many who gave their time and effort to the Tourney.

Thanks are due to Al St. Denis and Jack Keene who handled publicity, and to Monmouthers dust and smart Pianist P. and Fred Freeman who handled finances and the wiring in the Tourney.

The usual thank- you task of setting up and taking down the stage was handled by a "block gang" consisting of Quimby, G. C. Smith, Donier, Rivers, Stevenson, Doley, Oder, Freeman, Duropey and Chuck Hipper, Jr.

Thanks also to Norm Cori who handled the "Mike" and to our three new cheerleaders "Ace" Bailey, George Laverett and Johnny Jenkins and to Scotty Bennion and Frank Hodson who tailed them all they knew.

A big hand is also in order for the splendid spirit performances and cooperation displayed by all students and faculty participants and the students in general.

Intramural Basketball

(Continued from page five) options:
(2) Greater public awareness on the campus and in the individual in democracy.
"I hope Political Emphasis week will provide a means for more consci-

Next Event

For that... 
(EVENING SNACK)
Ray's I.G.A. Store
Where The Food Is
Always Good
91 ELM ST.
7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Phone 140-1401

SUNRISE SANDWICH SHOP

FRENCH FRIES
FRIED CLAMS
HOT SANDWICHES
LOBSTER
HAMBURGERS
LOBSTER STEW

57 Elm Street
Monmouth
LEWISTON

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"
LEWISTON TRUST CO.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF BATES STUDENTS

Holderness Wins In Prep School Tourney


Debaters Attend Delta Sigma Rho Conference

Lila Kumpainen, Edward Glass, and Jean Harrington have been chosen by the debate council of the three Bates representatives to the national Delta Sigma Rho debate conference to be held in Chicago on April 10, 11, and 12. The under-

November Meeting for Mr. LeMaster's home

At three-thirty we left the Town Hall and proceeded to Mr. LeMaster's home. We were greeted by Mr. LeMaster's wife and daughter, who served us refreshments. Mr. LeMaster then introduced us to his guests.